LIST OF 700 LEADING POLISH SCIENTISTS
SIGNING LETTER TO US SCIENTISTS

An open letter to American scientists appeared in the Polish periodical Problemy in June 1950. The letter, which contained an appeal for the outlawing of the atomic bomb, was signed by the following list of 700 Polish scientists. (Names for which no affiliation is given in the list below were checked with the Ilustrowana Encyklopedja, Tuszaska, Evert, i Michalski, Warsaw, 1927. An asterisk before such a name indicates that the name appeared in that publication, with biographical data.)

Achmatowicz, Osman, Ph D; professor of organic chemistry; president, Lodz Polytechnic

Adam, Leslaw, Dr, Asst Prof; University of Wroclaw; lecturer, Graduate School of Business, Wroclaw

Adamkiewicz, Franciszek, Dr; professor of pharmaceutical chemistry, Academy of Medicine, Poznan

Ajdakiewicz, Kazimierz, Prof-Dr; president, University of Poznan

Ankuszewicz, Stanislaw, Dr; associate professor; School of Engineering, Academy of Mining and Metallurgy, Krakow

Antoniewicz, Wlodzimierz, Prof; University of Warsaw

Baginski, Stefan, Prof-Dr; Academy of Medicine, Lodz

Baley, Stefan, Prof-Dr; University of Warsaw

Barbacki, Stefan, Prof-Dr; University of Poznan; assistant dean, School of Agriculture

Bartel, Oskar, Dr, Asst Prof; University of Warsaw
Barycz, Henryk, Prof-Dr; University of Wroclaw
Batawia, Stanislaw, Prof, MD, LL D; University of Warsaw; head Criminology Laboratory; editor, Bulletin of the Main Commission for Investigation of Hitler’s Crimes in Poland
Ber, Artur, MD, VMD; associate professor of endocrinology, Academy of Medicine, Lodz
Berezowski, Cezary, Prof-Dr; University of Warsaw
Berger, Jan, Dr
Bertoni, Karol, Prof-Dr; Academy of Political Sciences
Bialobrzeski, C, Prof; University of Warsaw
Bieda, Franciszek, Prof-Dr; Jagiellonian University
Bieganski, Piotr, Prof-Dr; Warsaw Polytechnic
Rielecki, Adam, Docent-Dr, Asst Prof; M. Curie-Sklodowska University, Lublin
Bieracki, Andrzej, Prof, MD
Bierawski, Witold, Prof, Engr; acting president, Academy of Mining and Metallurgy, Krakow
Bigo, Tadeusz, Prof; University of Wroclaw
Biliwicz, Tadeusz, Prof-Dr; Academy of Medicine, Gdansk
Billinski, Bronislaw, Docent-Dr, Asst Prof; University of Wroclaw
Binczer, Wiktor, MD, Asst Prof; Academy of Medicine, Gdansk
Binelecki, Stanislaw, Prof-Dr
Bloch, Stanislaw, Prof, MD in stomatology; director, Laboratory of Stomatological Prosthesis, Academy of Medicine, Gdansk
Blachowski, Stefan, Prof-Dr
Bobinski, Boguslaw, Prof-Dr; dean, School of Pharmaceutics, Academy of Medicine, Wroclaw
Bobrownicki, Wlodzimierz, Assoc Prof, Engr; director, Laboratory of Chemical Technology of the Inorganic Industry, Wroclaw Polytechnic
Bochnak, Adam, Prof-Dr; Jagiellonian University; vice-director, State Art Collections in Wawel; member, Polish Academy of Science
Bodniak, Stanislaw, Prof-Dr; University of Poznan; director, Kornik Library
Bogucki, Kiecylaw, Prof-Dr
Bolewski, A., Prof, Academy of Mining and Metallurgy, Krakow
Bonder, Julian, Prof-Dr; Slask Polytechnic, Gliwice
Boratynski, Kazimierz, Prof-Dr
Hornstein, Maurycy, MD; professor of psychopathology, Academy of Medicine, Lodz

Borowy, Wacław; professor of Polish and English literature, University of Warsaw (died 16 October 1950)

Borek, Karol, Prof-Dr; University of Warsaw

Boryszewski, Stanisław, artist; dean, Faculty of Fine Arts, M. Kopernik University, Toruń

Borkiewicz, Jan, Prof-Dr

Brzezinek, Wacław, Prof-Dr; University of Warsaw

Brezniajew, Stanisław, Eng D; professor of chemical engineering, Warsaw Polytechnic II; technical-scientific director, Main Institute of Industrial Chemistry

Brill, Juliusz, Prof-Dr; Institute of Microbiology, University of Warsaw

Brokman, Henryk, Dr; professor of pediatrics, Academy of Medicine, Gdańsk

Bress, Wiktor, Prof-Dr; director, Surgical Clinic II, Academy of Medicine, Wrocław

Brożko, Michał, Prof; Eng; Gdańsk Polytechnic

Brzeziński, Wacław, Dr; Assoc Prof; M. Kopernik University, Toruń

Brzezki, Gabriel, Prof-Dr; School of Agriculture, M. Curie-Skłodowska University, Lublin

Brzoskowski, Stanisław, Prof-Dr; Słask Polytechnic, Gliwice

Bułtryk, Witold, Prof, Eng D; Academy of Mining and Metallurgy, Kraków

Bułczyk, Kazimierz, Prof-Dr

Burnat, Leon

Burzynski, Władysław, Prof, Eng D

Bystron, Jan, Prof-Dr

Cebertowicz, Romuald, Prof

Chalasinski, Józef, Prof-Dr; president, University of Lodz

Chelmonski, Adam, Prof; acting dean, Law Faculty, University of Wrocław

Chmaj, Marcin, Assoc Prof, M Eng; Polytechnical Faculties, Academy of Mining and Metallurgy, Kraków

Chmielewski, Jan, Prof; Faculty of Architecture, Warsaw Polytechnic

Chodzko, Witold, Prof, MD; active member, Polish Academy of Science

Chojnacki, P., Prof-Dr; University of Warsaw

Chroboczek, R., Prof-Dr
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Chromanski, Edmund, Prof; Academy of Mining and Metallurgy, Krakow

Chrzaszwinska, Anna, Asst Prof; director, Laboratory of Organic Chemistry, University of Lodz

Czarnacki, Edward, Prof-Dr

Czarnowski, Adam; associate professor of botany, and acting dean, School of Pharmacy, Academy of Medicine, Lodz

Czastka, Jan, Prof, Engr; Academy of Mining and Metallurgy, Krakow

Swistopel-Czetwertynski, Edward, Eng D; professor of hydraulics and hydrology and acting dean, School of Engineering, Warsaw Polytechnic

Czubalski, Franciszek, Prof-Dr

Czyzewski, Julian, Dr; professor of geography, University of Wroclaw

Czyzewski, Kazimierz, Docent-Dr; director, Surgical Clinic, Wroclaw

Czyzewski, Mikolaj, Prof, Eng D; Academy of Mining and Metallurgy, Krakow

Dadler, Jozef, Prof-Dr

Dalgort, Witold, Dr; professor of the history of Polish architecture, Krakow

Dargiewicz, Konrad, Assoc Prof, artist; Faculty of Fine Arts, M. Kopernik University, Torun

Dawidowicz, Roman, Prof, Eng D; Academy of Mining and Metallurgy, Krakow

Grzywa-Dabrowski, W., Prof-Dr; director, Research Group on Forensic Medicine, Academy of Medicine, Warsaw

Dabrowski, Jan, Prof-Dr

Dabrowski, Warlaw, Prof-Dr

Dahnel, August, Docent-Dr, Assoc Prof; director, Laboratory of Comparative Anatomy

Dembowski, Jan, Prof-Dr; Lodz

Dederacki, Wladyslaw, Prof; Slask Polytechnic, Gliwice

Deryng, Jakub, Prof-Dr; director, Laboratory of Pharmacognosy, Academy of Medicine, Warsaw

Dettloff, Szczesny, Prof, Rev-Dr; University of Poznan

Debicki, Mieczyslaw, Prof, Engr; Gdansk Polytechnic

Debcki, Kazimierz, Prof, Engr

Dmochowski, Antoni, Dr; professor of biochemistry, University of Lodz

Dobrowolski, Antoni Boleslaw; professor of pedagogy, University of Warsaw

Dobrowolski, Jan, Prof-Dr; dean, School of Pharmacy, Academy of Medicine, Poznan

Dobrowolski, Tadeusz, Prof-Dr; Jagiellonian University; director, National Museum, Krakow
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Dobrzanski, Bohdan, Docent; M. Curie-Sklodowska University, Lublin

Dominik, Tadeusz, doctor of exact sciences, Ph M, M Eng in forestry; professor, University of Wroclaw and Wroclaw Polytechnic

Dorabialak, Alicja, Prof-Dr

Doroszewski, Witold

Dowkontt, Jerzy, Eng D; associate professor of automotive engines, Lodz Polytechnic

Dresser, Ryszard, Prof, MD

Dryl, Albert, Prof-Dr; University of Lodz

Dubicki, Boleslaw, Prof, Eng D; Warsaw Polytechnic

Duniewicz, Wiktor, Assoc Prof; Lodz Polytechnic

Dylewski, Benedykt, Prof-Dr; Academy of Medicine, Lublin

Dzieci, Josef, Prof; University of Poznan

Dziurzyński, Tadeusz, Prof; Jagiellonian University

Dzwońkowski, Włodzimierz; professor of modern history

Dzulynski, Witold, Prof-Dr; director, Research Group for Forensic Medicine, Academy of Medicine, Lublin

Ehrlich, Stanislaw, Prof-Dr; University of Warsaw; managing editor, Panstwo; Prawo

Ellert, Henryk, Prof-Dr

Falkiewicz, Antoni, Dr, Assoc Prof; Academy of Medicine, Wroclaw

Fleim, Josef, Dr, Asst Prof; University of Wroclaw

Filasiewicz, Klaudiusz, Prof, Engr; head, Metal-Rolling and Forging Department

Finak, Edzislaw, Dr, Asst Prof; M. Curie-Sklodowska University

Fiszdon, Władysław, M Eng, Asst Prof; Warsaw Polytechnic

Frankowski, Eugeniusz, Dr; professor of ethnography and etnology, University of Poznan

Fryz, Stanislaw, Prof, Eng D; Slask Polytechnic, Gliwice

Gajek, Josef, Prof-Dr; head, Department of Ethnography, M. Curie-Sklodowska University; secretary-general, Polish Ethnographic Society

Galan, Ryszard, Prof-Dr; M. Kopernik University, Torun

*Galecki, A., Prof

Gasiorowka, Natalia, Prof-Dr; University of Lodz

Gedliska, Otar, Prof, Engr; Polytechnical Faculties, Academy of Mining and Metallurgy, Krakow
Gedroyc, Michał, Prof
Geisler, Edward, Prof; Gdańsk Polytechnic
Gieysztor, Aleksander, Prof-Dr; University of Warsaw
Gieysztor, Marian, Prof-Dr; Main School of Rural Economy, Warsaw
Giedrojc, Bronisław, Prof, MD; director, Laboratory of General and Experimental Pathology, Academy of Medicine, Krakow
Gintowt, Edward, Prof-Dr; University of Warsaw
Goetel, Walery, Dr; president, Academy of Mining and Metallurgy, Krakow
Goldschmied, A., Prof, MD; director, Clinic I for Internal Diseases, Academy of Medicine, Lublin
Golonka, Zygmunt, Prof-Dr; University of Wrocław
Golab, Stanisław, Prof-Dr; Academy of Mining and Metallurgy, Krakow
Gorczyński, Tadeusz, Prof-Dr
Gorczyński, Wałęsa, Prof-Dr; M. Kopernik University, Toruń
Gorski, M., Prof-Dr; Main School of Rural Economy
Gorski, Marian, Prof, MD; director, Clinic I for Internal Diseases, Academy of Medicine, Gdańsk
Grabowski, Tadeusz Stanisław, Prof-Dr; Department of Slavic Literature, Jagiellonian University
Groń, Andrzej, Dr; associate professor of economic history, Main School of Planning and Statistics, Warsaw
Grabinska, Zygmunt, Prof-Dr
Gródek, Henryk, MD; professor of obstetrics and gynecology; director, Clinic, Academy of Medicine, Gdańsk
Groszkowski, Janusz, Prof, Eng D; Warsaw Polytechnic
Groth, Józef W., Prof-Dr
Grzybowski, Konstanty, Prof, dean, Law School, Jagiellonian University
Grzybowski, Stefan, Prof; Jagiellonian University; president, Academy of Business, Krakow
Grzycki, Stanisław, Visiting Prof, MD; director, Laboratory of Histology and Embryology, Academy of Medicine, Lublin
Gutowski, Bolesław, Prof-Dr
Guzicki, Stanisław, Prof, Engr; Academy of Political Science
Gunther, Waclaw, Prof, Engr
Gwiadzomorski, Jan, Prof-Dr
Halban, Leon, Dr.; professor of the history of Polish government; first vice-
president, Polish Ethnographic Society; member, Main Administration, Com-
mission Internationale des arts et traditions populaires, Paris; staff mem-
ber, Polish Academy of Science; member, Main Administration, Caritas
Hammery, Seweryn, Prof.-Dr.; Jagiellonian University; active member, Polish
Academy of Science
Handelsman, Jozef, Prof.; Academy of Medicine, Warsaw; president, Polish
Psychiatric Society; editor, Yearbook of Psychiatry
Hanu, Jozef, Prof.-Dr.; Academy of Medicine, Wroclaw
Harassek, Stefan, Prof.-Dr.; M. Curie-Sklodowska University; vice-president,
Lublin Philosophical and Psychological Society; chairman, Veterans' Com-
mmittee of Peace Defenders
Hausbrandt, Stefan; geodetic engineer; doctor of technical sciences; assistant
professor of minor geodesy Grade II, Warsaw Polytechnic
Hejnysz, Wojciech, Prof.-Dr.; M. Kopernik University, Torun
Holler, J., Prof.-Dr.; director, Laboratory of Animal Physiology, University
of Wroclaw
Hempel, S., Prof., Eng D; Warsaw Polytechnic
Henzel, Tadeusz, Prof.-Dr.; director, Research Group on Anthropology, M. Curie-
Sklodowska University
Herman, Eugeniusz Jozef, Prof., MD
Herman, Wladyslaw, Dr.; professor of animal breeding, Main School of Rural
Economy, Warsaw
Hessen, Jerzy, Prof.
Hirszfeld, L., Prof.-Dr
Hirszfeldowska, Hanna, Prof.-Dr
Hoppen, Jerzy, Prof.; Faculty of Fine Arts, M. Kopernik University, Torun
Kosowski, Stanislaw, Prof.-Dr.; M. Kopernik University
Hrabec, Stefan, Dr., Asst Prof.; M. Kopernik University, Torun
Hryniewiecki, Boleslaw, Prof.-Dr.; president, Polish Botanical Society
Hryniewiecki, Jerzy, Prof., Engr-Arch; Faculty of Architecture, Warsaw Poly-
technic, and Graduate School of Engineering, Szczecin
Huber, Maksymilian T., Eng D; member, Polish Academy of Science; professor,
Academy of Mining and Metallurgy, Krakow
Hubert, Stanislaw; University of Wroclaw
Hubicki, Wlodzimiers, Prof.-Dr.; director, Laboratory of Inorganic Chemistry,
M. Curie-Sklodowska University
Husarek, Waclaw, Prof.; University of Lodz
Ignar, Stefan, Ph D; associate professor of agrarian policy, Main School of Rural Economy, Warsaw

Ingarden, Roman Stanislaw, Dr; assistant professor of theoretical physics, University of Wrocław

Inglot, Stefan, Prof-Dr; Jagiellonian University

Iwanicki, Jozef, Rev, Asst Prof; Department of Philosophy and Psychology, University of Warsaw

Iwaszkiewicz, Jaroslaw, Prof-Dr; director, Throat, Nose, and Ear Clinic, Academy of Medicine, Gdańsk

Iwaszkiewicz, Witold, Prof; Łódź Polytechnic

Jablonski, Bolesław, Prof, Engr; Warsaw Polytechnic

Jacezewski, Tadeusz, Prof-Dr; University of Warsaw

Jakimowicz, Władysław, Prof-Dr; Academy of Medicine, Gdańsk

Jakob, Wiktor, Prof-Dr

Jakobič, Marian, Prof-Dr; Wrocław

Jakubič, Czesław, Rev-Dr; assistant professor of biblical scholarship, Faculty of Catholic Theology, University of Warsaw

Jakubowski, Janusz Lech, Prof, Eng D; dean, Electrical Faculty, Warsaw Polytechnic

Jakubowski, Jerzy, Prof, MD; acting president, Academy of Medicine, Łódź

Janka, Rudolf, Prof-Dr; University of Wrocław

Janott, Bronisław, Prof, artist; M. Kopernik University, Toruń

Janicki, Josef, Prof; director, Research Group on Agricultural Technology, University of Poznań

Janow, Jan, Dr; professor of Russian languages, Jagiellonian University, Kraków; associate member, Polish Academy of Science

Jaroszynski, Maurycy, Prof-Dr; University of Warsaw

Jaszcz, Józef, Prof-Dr

Jaskolski, Stanisław, Prof-Dr; director, Research Group on Applied Geology II, Academy of Mining and Metallurgy, Kraków

Jaskowski, Stanisław, Prof-Dr; M. Kopernik University, Toruń

Jawłowski, Hieronim, Prof-Dr

Jaworski, Tadeusz, Prof-Dr; dean, Faculty of Law and Administration, University of Wrocław; chairman, Democratic Club of Scientists, Wrocław

Jasdzewski, Konrad, Prof-Dr; University of Łódź

Jedlicki, Marian, Prof-Dr; University of Poznań
Jenscher, Karol, Prof-Dr; director, Clinic for Children's Diseases, Academy of Medicine, Poznan

Jerzmanowska, Sofia, Prof-Dr; Faculty of Pharmacy, Academy of Medicine, Lodz

Jezierski, E., Prof; Lodz Polytechnic

Jezewski, Mieczyslaw, Prof-Dr; Academy of Mining and Metallurgy

Joest, Adolf, Prof, Eng D; Slask Polytechnic

Josefowicz, Edward, Prof-Dr; Lodz Polytechnic

Kaczmarczyk, Zdzislaw, Prof-Dr; Univeristy of Poznan

Kaczorowski, Michal, Prof-Dr; Polytechnic; chairman, Club of Democratic Professorship; managing director, Institute of Residential Construction

Kalinowska, Z., Visiting Prof, Dr; School of Pharmacy, Academy of Medicine, Lublin

Kalinowski, Kazimierz, Prof-Dr

Kamecki, Julian, Prof-Dr; Academy of Mining and Metallurgy, Krakow; acting dean, School of Metallurgy, Academy of Mining and Metallurgy; director, Laboratory of Chemistry and Electrochemistry, Academy of Mining and Metallurgy

Kamienski, Marian, Prof-Dr; Polytechnical Faculties, Krakow

Kamafojski, Czeslaw, Prof-Dr, M Eng

Kaniewski, Stanislaw, Prof, Engr; Gdansk Polytechnic

Kapuscinski, Stanislaw, Prof-Dr; Academy of Medicine, Lodz

Kapuscinski, Stanislaw, Asst Prof, Eng D; Jagiellonian University

Kapuscinski, W., Prof-Dr; Wroclaw

Kapuscinski, W., Prof-Dr; Poznan

Kapuscinski, Wladyslaw, Prof-Dr; Academy of Medicine, Warsaw

Karaffa-Korbitt, Wladyslaw, Prof, Engr; professor of pharmaceutical chemistry, Academy of Medicine, Lodz

Kaufman, Stefan, Prof, Eng D

Kaznowski, Lucjan, Prof-Dr

Kemula, Wiktor, Prof-Dr

Kielanowski, Tadeusz, Prof-Dr; president, Academy of Medicine, Bialystok

Kiełski, Boleslaw, Prof-Dr; University of Lodz

Kiełbasinski, Stanislaw, Prof-Dr

Kierzek, Aleksander, Dr; assistant professor of economic history, M. Curie-Skłodowska University, Lublin

Kieturasik, Zdzislaw, Prof, MD
Kipes, Emil, Dr, Asst Prof; University of Warsaw
Kirkor, Teodor, Prof; Warsaw Polytechnic
Klawek, Aleksy, Prof, Rev-Dr; dean, Faculty of Theology, Jagiellonian University.
Klepak, Witold, Dr, Asst Prof; Academy of Medicine; director, Children's Clinic and Municipal Children's Hospital, Lublin
Kleszczynski, Antoni, Prof-Dr; president, Main School of Rural Economy
Klebowski, Zenobiusz, Prof, mechanical engineer, doctor of technical sciences; Warsaw Polytechnic; docent, Academy of mining and Metallurgy, Krakow
Klimek, Mieczyslaw, Asst Prof, M Eng; Lodz Polytechnic
Klisecki, Andrzej, Prof-Dr
Kluzniak, St., Prof; Main School of Rural Economy, Warsaw
Kloz, Czeslaw, Prof-Dr; Warsaw Polytechnic
Knapowski, Roch, Prof-Dr
Knaster, Bronislaw, Prof-Dr; University of Wroclaw and Wroclaw Polytechnic
Kobedzka, Roman, Prof-Dr
Kochman, J., Prof-Dr
Kochmanski, Tadeusz, Assoc Prof, Eng D; Academy of Mining and Metallurgy
Kocwa, Aleksander, Prof-Dr; dean, School of Pharmacy, Academy of Medicine, Krakow
Koeppe, Stefan, Prof-Dr
Kolankowski, Ludwik, Prof-Dr; M. Kopernik University, Torun; active member, Polish Academy of Science, Krakow; active member, Warsaw, Lodz, and Torun scientific societies
Kolbuszewski, Stanislaw, Prof-Dr; University of Wroclaw; chairman, Philological Department, Wroclaw Scientific Society; member, Literary Commission, Polish Academy of Science; member, Slavic Philological Commission, Polish Academy of Science; formerly professor at Rydz University
Kołodziejski, Józef, Prof-Dr; Laboratory of Pharmacognosy, Academy of Medicine, Gdansk
Kowiak, Konrad, Docent-Dr, Asst Prof; M. Curie-Sklodowska University, Lublin
Korenski, Boleslaw, Prof, Eng D; acting president, Lodz Polytechnic
Korenski, Jerzy, Prof-Dr
Kopczewicz, Teodor, Jr, Asst Prof
Kopecki, Kazimierz, Prof; dean, Electrical Faculty, Gdansk Polytechnic
Koranyi, Karol, Prof-Dr; president, M. Kopernik University, Torun
*Korczewski, M., Prof
Kornamowa, Zanna, Prof; University of Warsaw
Kornatowski, Wiktor, Prof-Dr; M. Kopernik University
Kostrzewski, Jozef, Prof-Dr; University of Poznan
Kotarbinska, Janina, Prof-Dr
Kotarbinski, Tadeusz, Prof-Dr
Kotowski, W., Asst Prof, M Eng; contributing member, Warsaw Scientific Society
Kott, Jan, Prof-Dr
Kowalczyk, Zygmun, Prof, Eng D; dean, School of Geology and Surveying, Academy of Mining and Metallurgy, Krakow
Kowalczykowa, Janina, Prof-Dr; professor of pathological anatomy, Academy of Medicine, Krakow
Kowalenko, Wladyslaw, Prof-Dr
Kowalski, Marian, Prof, M Eng; Main School of Planning and Statistics
Kowarzyk, Rysz, Prof-Dr; Academy of Medicine, Wroclaw
Kozlowski, Roman, Prof; University of Warsaw
Kozubski, Zygmun, Prof, Rev-Dr; University of Warsaw
Kozinski, Leon, Prof-Dr; Main School of Planning and Statistics; research director, Scientific Institute of Commerce and Food Services
Koruchowski, Jozef, Asst Prof, Eng; Wroclaw Polytechnical
Krajewski, R., Prof, Eng D
Krauskowski, J., Prof, Engr; head, Department of Chemical Machinery, Slask Polytechnical
Krause, Alfons, Prof-Dr; University of Poznan; active member, Polish Academy of Science
Krauze, Jan, Prof, Eng D; dean, School of Electromechanics, Academy of Mining and Metallurgy, Krakow
Krauze, Stanislaw, Prof-Dr
Kreutz, Mieczyslaw, Prof-Dr; director, Research Group on General Psychology, University of Wroclaw
Krokielwicz, Adam, Prof-Dr; Faculty of Humanities, University of Warsaw
Krupkowski, Aleksander, Prof, Eng D
Kratwicz, Tadeusz, Docent-Dr, Asst Prof; director, Ocular Clinic, Academy of Physicians, Lublin
Krzysik, Franciszek, Prof, Eng D
Krzystoporski, Stanislaw, Prof, MD; director, Obstetrical and Gynecological Clinic, University of Wroclaw
Krzyzanowski, Julian, Prof, Ph.D; University of Warsaw; member, Polish Academy
of Science; member, Warsaw and Wroclaw scientific societies; president,
A. Mickiewicz Literary Society

Krzyzanowski, Juliusz, Dr. Ass't Prof; University of Wroclaw

Kucharzki, Eugeniusz, Prof-Dr; M. Kopernik University, Torun; contributing
member, Polish Academy of Science; member, Torun Scientific Society

Kuczewski, Wladyslaw, metallurgical engineer; member, Legislative Sejm;
professor of metallurgy, School of Mechanics, and president, Slask Poly-
technic, Gliwice

Kuczynski, Eugeniusz, Prof, Eng D; Wroclaw Polytechnical; dean, Engineering
School, Chief Technical Organization

Kuczynski, W., Prof-Dr; University of Poznan

Kulczycki, Jozef, Prof-Dr; Veterinary Faculty, University of Warsaw

Kulczyński, Stanislaw, Prof-Dr; president, University of Wroclaw, and Wroclaw
Polytechnical

Kumaniec, Kazimierz, Prof-Dr; University of Warsaw

Kunicki, Aleksander, Prof-Dr

Kuraszkiewicz, Wladyslaw, Dr; professor of Slavonic philology

Kuratowski, Kazimierz, Prof; University of Warsaw; vice-president, Warsaw
Scientific Society; State Institute of Mathematics; president, Polish
Mathematical Society

Kurkiewicz, Tadeusz, Dr; professor of histology and embryology; president,
Academy of Medicine, Poznan

Kurowski, Leon, Prof-Dr

Kurowski, Rajnold, Prof; Lodz Polytechnic

Kurylowicz, Boleslaw, Prof-Dr; assistant dean, University of Poznan

Kwiatkowski, Wincenty, Prof, Rev-Dr; University of Warsaw

Kwiekinski, Ryszard, Docent-Dr; director, Plant Chemistry Section, State
Scientific Institute of Rural Economy, Pulały

Lachert, Bohdan, Prof, Engr-Architect; Economic and Industrial Planning Depart-
ment, Faculty of Architecture, Warsaw Polytechnic

Lam, Wladyslaw; Prof; Gdansk Polytechnical

Lamps, W.

Lange, Oskar, Prof-Dr

Laskowski, Jozef, Prof-Dr; director, Histopathology Laboratory, M. Sklodowska-
Curie Radium Institute, Warsaw

Leja, Franciszek, Prof-Dr; Jagiellonian University; editor, Yearbook of the
Polish Mathematical Society; chairman, Krakow branch, Polish Mathematical
Society
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Lessczynki, S., Prof-Dr; University of Warsaw
Lesnodorski, Boguslaw, Docent-Dr
Lewak, Adam, Dr; docent, history of the University of Warsaw; director, Library, University of Warsaw
Lewartowicz, Jozef, Prof, Eng; Warsaw Polytechnic
Lewenfisz, Henryk, Prof-Dr; Academy of Medicine, Lodz
Lewicki, Andrzej, Dr, Asst Prof; Torun
Lewicki, Stefan, Prof-Dr; M. Curie-Sklodowska University
Leyk, Emil, Prof, MD; director, Laboratory of Pharmacology, Academy of Medicine, Lodz
Leyko, Zygmunt, Prof-Dr; Main School of Rural Economy, Warsaw
Librachowa, Maria, Dr; professor of educational psychology, Faculty of Humanities, University of Lodz
Liebhart, Stanislaw, Prof-Dr; director, Obstetrical and Gynecological Clinic, Academy of Medicine, Lublin
*Lipinski, Edward, Prof
Lisiewski, Marian, Asst Prof; University of Warsaw
*Lisowski, Zygmunt, Prof-Dr
Listowski, Anatol, Prof; Jagiellonian University
Litynski, Tadeusz, Prof-Dr; dean, Department of Agriculture and Forestry, Jagiellonian University
Longchamps, Franciszek, Dr
Lorents, Stanislaw, Prof-Dr; University of Warsaw; Managing Director of Museums and Preservation of Historical Landmarks; director, National Museum, Warsaw
*Loria, Stanislaw, Prof-Dr; Wroclaw
Loth, Jerzy, Prof-Dr; formerly president, Main School of Commerce
Lubowicki, Jerzy, Prof-Dr
Ludwiczak, Rufina, Prof-Dr
Lulek, Tomasz, Prof-Dr; Jagiellonian University
Lupicki, Borys, Prof; University of Lodz
Loskiewicz, Wl., Prof, Eng D
Lowniowski, Henryk, Prof-Dr; University of Poznan
Lubnicki, Marcz, Prof-Dr; M. Curie-Sklodowska University; chairman, Lublin Philosophical and Psychological Society
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Lukasiewicz, Stanislaw, Prof., Engr; Gdansk Polytechnic
Macko, Stefan, Prof.-Dr; director, Laboratory of Ecology and Plant Geography; director, Botanical Garden, University of Wroclaw
Majewski, Franciszek, Prof.-Dr; Main School of Rural Economy
Majewski, Kazimierz, Dr, Assoc. Professor; University of Wroclaw
Majewski, Kazimierz, Prof.-Dr; Jagiellonian University
Majewski, Witold, Prof.-Dr; Warsaw Polytechnic
Makowski, Julian, Prof.-Dr; dean, School for Diplomatic and Consular Service, Academy of Political Sciences
Makowska, Aleksander, Prof.-Dr; Main School of Rural Economy
Malecki, Ignacy, Prof., Eng D; Gdansk Polytechnic, Research Group on Applied Electrotechnology and Acoustics
Malicki, Adam, Prof.-Dr; M. Curie-Sklodowska University, Lublin
Malinowski, Edmund, Prof.-Dr; Main School of Rural Economy, Warsaw
Maluczynski, Karol, Prof.; University of Wroclaw
Malecki, Eugeniusz, Prof., M Eng; dean, School of Transportation, Academy of Mining and Metallurgy, Krakow
Malowist, Marian, Prof.-Dr; University of Warsaw
Mamczak, Wiktor, Eng D; associate professor of marine construction
Mandel, Jerzy, Prof.-Dr
Manteuffel, Jerzy, Prof.-Dr; University of Warsaw
Manteuffel, Tadeusz, Prof.-Dr; dean, Faculty of Humanities, University of Warsaw
Marchlewski, Teodor, Prof.-Dr; president, Jagiellonian University
Marciniak, Tadeusz, Prof.-Dr; member, Wroclaw Scientific Society
Markert, Waclaw, Prof., M.D
Markowski, Zygmunt, Prof., M.D., VMD; University of Wroclaw and Wroclaw Polytechnic
Masior, Stanislaw, Asst Prof., Eng D
Maslankiewicz, Kazimierz, Dr
Matuszakiewicz, Jadwiga, Dr, Asst Professor; Academy of Medicine, Lublin
Maziaraki, Stanislaw, Prof.-Dr; Academy of Medicine; member, Polish Academy of Science
Mazur, Stanislav, Prof.-Dr
Mazurek, Tadeusz, Prof., Eng D
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Madalski, Jozef, Dr; assistant professor of pharmaceutical botany, Academy of Medicine, Wroclaw
*Melanowski, Wl., Prof-Dr
Michalski, Eugeniusz, Prof, Eng D; University of Lodz
Michalski, Ireneusz, Prof-Dr
*Michalski, Jerzy, Prof
Michalowski, Kazimierz, Prof-Dr; vice-director, National Museum, Warsaw
Miczynski, Kazimierz, Prof-Dr; Jagiellonian University
Mierzecki, H., Prof-Dr
Miesowics, M., Prof-Dr; Academy of Mining and Metallurgy
Mikulas, Tadeusz, Prof-Dr; University of Wroclaw
Milloch, Konrad, Dr, Asst Prof; University of Warsaw
Misiuro, Wlodzimierz, Prof-Dr; Academy of Medicine, Warsaw; director, Research Group on Labor Physiology
Miztaj, Franciszek, Prof; Warsaw Polytechnic
Modalski, Teczki, Dr; professor of medieval history; dean, Faculty of Humanities, University of Wroclaw
Modzelewski, Feliks, Dr, Assoc Prof; Academy of Medicine, Lodz; director, Laboratory of Applied Pharmacy
Mole, Wojciech, Prof-Dr; Jagiellonian University, Krakow; active member, Polish Academy of Science
Monikowski, Kazimierz, Dr, Assoc Prof; Faculty of Pharmacy, Academy of Medicine, Lodz
Turnau-Morawska, Maria, Prof-Dr; M. Curie-Sklodowska University, Lublin
Morzycki, Jerzy, Prof-Dr
Moscakowski, Jan, Prof-Dr
Mostowski, Ignacy
Mozew, Jan, Prof-Dr; Jagiellonian University
Moczyk, Jozef, Prof-Dr; dean, Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences, M. Curie-Sklodowska University, Lublin
Mowazowicz, Jakub, Prof-Dr; director, Research Group on Systematics and Plant Geography
Moycho, Waclaw, Prof-Dr; University of Lodz
Msciwujelewski, Adam, Prof-Dr; acting dean, School of Architecture, Academy of Mining and Metallurgy, Krakow
Murszynski, Czesław, Dr; professor of radiology; president, Academy of Medicine, Szczecin

Musterowicz, A., Prof-Dr; director, Research Group on Pedology, Main School of Rural Economy, Warsaw

Muskat, Marian, Prof-Dr; president, Higher School of Law

Muszkowski, Jan, Prof-Dr; University of Łódź

Muszyński, Jan, Prof; dean, Faculty of Pharmacy, Academy of Medicine, Łódź

Mydlarski, Jan, Prof-Dr; University of Wrocław

Myśliński, Zygmunt, Dr; professor of pedagogy, Jagiellonian University, Kraków; chairman, Subsection for Pedagogy and Psychology, First Polish Scientific Congress

Nagorski, Feliks, Dr, Ast Prof

Namitkiewicz, Jan, Prof-Dr; dean, Law School, University of Łódź; Justice of the Supreme Court

Namyłowski, Władysław, Prof-Dr; dean, Faculty of Law and Economics, M. Kopeń University, Toruń

Nyl-Łądzewski, Czesław, MD, Assoc Prof; Academy of Medicine, Lublin

Nawrocki, Stefan, Prof; M. Kopernik University, Toruń

Niemczyk, Wiktor, Prof, Rev-Dr; acting dean, Faculty of Evangelistic Theology, University of Warsaw

Niemierko, Włodzimierz, Prof-Dr; director, Laboratory of Biochemistry, M. Nencki Institute

Niesiolowski, Tymon, Prof; M. Kopernik University, Toruń

Niewiadomski, Stanisław, Prof, Engr; Warsaw Polytechnic

Niewodniczański, Henryk, Prof-Dr; Jagiellonian University

Nikliborc, Jan, Prof; University of Wrocław and Wrocław Polytechnic

Niskiewicz, Jan, Prof-Dr

Nowak, Wacław, Prof, Engr

Nowakowski, Aleksander, Prof-Dr; Laboratory of Organic Chemistry, Loiz Polytechnic; director, Laboratory of Rayon and Synthetic (Coal Derivative) Fibers, Main Textile Institute

Nowakowski, Bronisław, Prof-Dr; president, Academy of Medicine, Sławków

Nowicki, Witold, Assoc Prof, Eng D; Warsaw Polytechnic

Nyrek, Stefan, Dr; docent in physiological chemistry, University of Warsaw

Ochędzka, Stanisław, Prof, Eng D

Ołdaniński, Michał, Prof, Engr; School of Engineering, Academy of Mining and Metallurgy, Kraków
Ohanowicz, Alfred, Prof-Dr; dean, Law School, University of Poznan
Olbrzych, T. M., Prof, B Agr Sc, D M W, Ph D (London); University of Wroclaw
Olekiewicz, Nikolaj, Asst Prof
Oluszak, Waclaw, Prof-Dr; Krakow
Olzelewicz, Boleslaw, Prof-Dr; University of Wroclaw; secretary-general, Wroclaw Scientific Society
Olzelewski, Boleslaw, Prof-Dr; dean, School of Pharmacy, Academy of Medicine, Warsaw
Opalski, A., Prof
Opieaska-Blauth, Janina, Prof-Dr; Academy of Medicine, Lublin
Orlicz, Wladyslaw, Dr; professor of mathematics, University of Poznan
Osinski, Marien, Prof-Dr; Gdansk Polytechnic
Oska, Edmund, Prof, Engr
Ossowski, Leszek, Prof-Dr; assistant dean, Faculty of Humanities, University of Wroclaw; head, Department of Eastern Slavonic Philology
Ossowska, Maria, Prof-Dr; University of Warsaw
Ossowski, Stanislaw, Prof-Dr
Ostromecki, Jerzy, Prof-Dr; Warsaw
Otrebski, Jan, Prof; University of Poznan
Otto, Edward, Prof-Dr; Warsaw Polytechnic
Paluch, Emil, Prof-Dr; president, Academy of Medicine, Lodz
Paluszynski, Gustaw, Dr; professor of zoology, University of Wroclaw
Parnas, Jozef, Prof-Dr; assistant dean, M. Curie-Sklodowska University
Paszewski, Adam, Dr; professor of plant physiology, M. Curie-Sklodowska University, Lublin
Paszkievicz, Ludwik, Prof; Academy of Medicine, Warsaw; director, Laboratory of Pathological Anatomy
Paszkievicz, Michal, Prof, Engr; dean, School of Engineering and Construction, Silesia Polytechnic; chairman, Section for Higher Schools of ZRP (Polish Teachers' Association)
Pawesch, Fryderyk, Dr; professor of biology, Academy of Medicine, Gdansk
Pawlak, Tadeusz, Prof; director, Dermatological Clinic, Academy of Medicine, Gdansk
Pawlowski, Cezary, Dr; professor of radiology, Warsaw Polytechnic
Pawlowski, L. K., Prof-Dr; dean, Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences, University of Lodz
Peretiatkowicz, Antoni, Prof-Dr; University of Poznan and Academy of Commerce
Piekarski, Arkadiusz, Prof-Dr; Gdansk Polytechnic
Pieter, Jozef, Prof-Dr
Pietruszynski, Zygmunt, Prof; dean, School of Agriculture, University of Poznan; chairman, Peace Defenders’ Committee, University of Poznan
Piętynski, Ignacy, Dr, Asst Prof; head, Department of Preventive Dentistry; director, Stomatological Division, Medical Faculty, Academy of Medicine, Wroclaw
Pietka, Henryk, Prof-Dr; Main School of Planning and Statistics, Warsaw; honorary professor, University of Warsaw
Pigon, Stanislaw, Prof; Jagiellonian University
Pigasowski, Eugeniusz, Dr; associate professor of food technology, Main School of Rural Economy, Warsaw
Piotrowicz, Ludwik, Prof-Dr; Jagiellonian University
Piotrowski, Ignacy, Prof; Warsaw Polytechnic; honorary member, Polish Association of Gas, Water, and Sanitation Technicians
Piotrowski, Roman, Prof-Dr; University of Warsaw; formerly professor at Polish Faculty of Law, Oxford University
Pipyrek, Jan, Prof-Dr
Piwarski, Kazimierz, Prof-Dr; dean, Faculty of Humanities, Jagiellonian University, Krakow
Plasiniter, Antoni, Prof-Dr; School of Engineering, Academy of Mining and Metallurgy, Krakow
Pluzanski, Stanislaw, Prof, Engr; Warsaw Polytechnic; formerly member, Academy of Technical Sciences; member, Warsaw Scientific Society
Podlacha, Wladyslaw, Dr; professor of the history of fine art, University of Wroclaw

*Podoaski, Roman, Prof
Pogorzelski, Witold, Prof-Dr; Warsaw Polytechnic
Polaczkowska, Wanda, Prof-Dr
Polak, Adolf, Prof, Engr; Gdansk Polytechnic
Polak, F., Prof, Eng D; director, Agricultural Commodity Testing Laboratory, Jagiellonian University
Ponit, Wenczeslaw, Prof, civil engineer, doctor of technical sciences; Warsaw Polytechnic
Poplewski, Boleslaw, Prof-Dr; Academy of Medicine, Wroclaw
Horno-Poplawski, Stanislaw, Prof, sculptor; Advanced School of Fine Arts, Sopot
Popowski, Stanislaw, Prof-Dr; Academy of Medicine, Lodz
Popruzenko, Jerzy, Prof-Dr; University of Lodz
Zabko-Potopowicz, Antoni, Prof-Dr
Prindisz, Pawel, Assoc Prof, Engr; Lodz Polytechnic
Pruszczyński, Aleksander, Prof; MD
Przybylowski, Kazimierz, Prof-Dr
Puchowska, Bronislaw, Prof, MD; director, Research Group on Forensic Medicine, Academy of Medicine, Lodz
Rasbe, Zdzislaw, Prof-Dr; M. Curie-Skłodowska University; assistant dean, School of Veterinary Science, M. Curie-Skłodowska University
Rabek, T. I., Asst Prof, Engr, M A; Wroclaw Polytechnic
Hanoszek, Radoslaw, Dr; associate professor of philology of the ancient Orient, University of Warsaw
Rappaport, Emil Stanislaw, Dr; Presiding Justice, Supreme Court; professor, University of Lodz
Ramer, Jerzy, Prof; director, Research Group on Historical Landmarks and Their Preservation, M. Kopernik University, Torun; director, Parnassus Museum, Torun
Rogalski, Tadeusz, Prof-Dr; president, Academy of Medicine, Krakow
Roguski, Jan, Prof-Dr; director, Clinic for Internal Diseases, Academy of Medicine, Poznan
Rolinski, J., Docent-Dr
Romanowski, Henryk, Prof-Dr
Romer, Witold, Dr
Roniewicz, Wlodzimierz, Prof, Eng B; dean, School of Engineering, Academy of Mining and Metallurgy, Krakow
Rosinski, Boleslaw, Prof-Dr; director, Research Group on Anthropology, University of Warsaw
Rosinski, Stefan, Dr, Assoc Prof; University of Poznan; professor, Academy of Commerce, Poznan
Rospond, Stanislaw, Prof; University of Wroclaw
Rostafinski, Jan, Prof-Dr; School of Veterinary Science, University of Warsaw
Rozwalski, Ksawery, Dr; associate professor of radiology, Academy of Medicine, Gdansk; assistant president, Academy of Medicine, Gdansk
Rozyczki, Stefan, Prof, MD; director, Laboratory of Descriptive and Topographical Anatomy, Academy of Medicine, Poznan
Rubczynski, Wladyslaw, Prof, M Eng; Silesian Polytechnic
Rubinowicz, Wojciech

Rudnicki, Nikolaj, Prof-Dr; professor of general linguistics; contributing member, Polish Academy of Science; member, PTPN (Universal Society of Polish Teachers in Foreign Countries); editor, scientific periodicals Slavia Occidentalis and Lingua Poznaniensis; dean, Faculty of Humanities, University of Poznan

Rudolf, Zygmunt, Prof, M Eng; Warsaw Polytechnic; honorary member, Polish Association of Gas, Water, and Sanitation Technicians, and Czechoslovak Federation of Gas, Water, and Sanitation Technicians

Ruebenbauer, Tadeusz, Prof-Dr; director, Laboratory of Plant Horticulture and Genetics, University of Wroclaw and Wroclaw Polytechnic

Rume, Stanisław, Prof-Dr; University of Poznan

Rutkowski, J., Prof, MD; director, Surgical Clinic II, Academy of Physicians

Ruzer, Mieczysława, Dr, Assoc Prof; University of Poznan

Ryba, Eugeniusz, Prof-Dr

Ryśewicz, Zbigniew, Dr; assistant professor of paleozoology, University of Wroclaw

Ryżko, Stanisław, Eng D

Rzecki, Mieczysław, Prof, Engr; head, Department of Industrial Safety, W. Politechnik Polytechnic, Gliwice

Salustowicz, Antoni, Prof, Eng D; Academy of Mining and Metallurgy, Krakow

Samsonowicz, Jan, Prof; University of Warsaw

Sawicki, Jakub, Dr; professor of the history of Polish government, formerly of Polish judicial procedure, University of Warsaw; contributing member, Warsaw Scientific Society; staff member, Judicial and Historical commissions, Polish Academy of Science

Stella-Sawicki, Prof

Sawłowicz, Józef, Dr, Asst Prof

Sassadek, Mieczysław, Prof, Eng D

Schaff, Adam, Dr, Assoc Prof; University of Warsaw

Schnyder, Jerzy, Prof-Dr; University of Łódź

Schwarz, Stefan, Docent-Dr; Obstetrical and Gynecological Clinic, Academy of Medicine, Krakow

Sembrat, Kazimierz; dean, Faculty of Natural Science, University of Wroclaw

Sembratowa, Zofia, Prof, MD; Academy of Medicine, Wroclaw

Senze, Alfred, Dr, Asst Prof; Faculty of Veterinary Science, Wroclaw

Serejaki, Marian R., Prof-Dr; dean, Faculty of Humanities, University of Łódź

Siedlecki, Władysław, Prof-Dr; Law School, University of Poznan; docent, Jagiellonian University
Siemieniak, Maciej, Ph.D., Department of Adult Education, Jagiellonian University; chairman, Education Commission and Cultural and Scientific Pedagogical Society, Krakow

Schillings, Siewniewicz, Sergiusz, Prof-Dr; Academy of Medicine, Poznan; member, Polish Academy of Science

Siepel, Ludwik, MD, Asst Prof; head, Stomatology Division, Medical Faculty, Academy of Medicine, Krakow

Sieradzki, Jozef, Prof-Dr; Jagiellonian University; dean, Faculty of Journalism, WNS (Advanced School of Social Sciences)

Silnicki, Tadeusz, Prof; Jagiellonian University, Krakow

Smaj, Kazimierz, Prof-Dr; University of Poznan

Slinko, Tadeusz, Dr; professor of classical philology, Jagiellonian University; member, Polish Academy of Science

Skarbinski, Michal, Assoc Prof, M. Eng; Lodz Polytechnical

Skarzynski, Boleslaw, Prof; Academy of Medicine, Krakow

Skorzytnicki, Kazimierz, Dr; head, Roentgenology Department, Academy of Medicine, Lublin

Skowron, Stanislaw, Prof-Dr

Skowronski, J. I., Prof, Eng D; dean, Faculty of Electricity

Skrzywan, Stanislaw, Prof-Dr; department chief, Ministry of Finance

Skrzywan, Waclaw, Dr, Assoc Prof; University of Wroclaw

Skubiszewski, Feliks, Prof-Dr; president, Academy of Medicine, Lublin

Skubiszewski, L., Prof, MD

Skudzowski, Jozef, Docent-Dr, Asst Prof; director, Department of General and Physiological Chemistry, Veterinary Faculty, M. Curie-Skłodowska University, Lublin

Skupien, Franciszek, Asst Prof; University of Lodz; president, Main School of Rural Economy, Lodz

Skwarczynski, Stefan, Prof-Dr; University of Lodz

Slomski, Stanislaw, Prof-Dr

Słupicki, Jerzy, Prof-Dr

Sluszkiewicz, Eugeniusz, Prof-Dr

Smolenski, Dioniysy, Prof-Engr; assistant president, Wroclaw Polytechnic

Smolinski, Adam, Prof, Eng D

Smolenski, Władysław; professor of meteorology, University of Poznan

Smreczynski, Stan., Prof-Dr
Sobanski, Janusz, Prof-Dr; head, Eye Disease Clinic, Academy of Medicine, Lodz; assistant dean, School of Medicine
Soltan, Andrzej, Prof-Dr
Sosnowski, Leonard, Prof-Dr
Sowinski, Wilhelm, Prof, MD; Academy of Physicians; head, Obstetrical and Gynecological Clinic, Lodz
Splawinski, Lech T., Prof; Jagiellonian University
Srebrny, Stefan; associate professor of classical philology, M. Kopernik University, Torun
Srokowski, Stanislaw, Prof; University of Warsaw
Staff, Franciszek, Prof-Dr; Main School of Rural Economy, Warsaw
Staniewics, Leon, Prof, doctor of technical sciences; Warsaw Polytechnic
Staniski, Feliks, Dr; assistant, M. Curie-Sklodowska University
Starcza, Wilhelm, Prof, Ph D; Academy of Mining and Metallurgy
Starzymski, Juliusz, Prof-Dr; University of Warsaw
Staszewicz, G., Prof-Dr; M. Curie-Sklodowska University
Staub, Fr., Prof, Engr; Department of Metal Testing and Specifications, Silesian Polytechnic
Stecki, Konstanty, Prof-Dr; University of Poznan
Stefanowski, Bogdan, Prof-Dr
Stefanowski, Marian, Prof, MD
Steffen, Wiktor, Prof-Dr; University of Wroclaw
Stefko, Kazimierz, Prof-Dr; University of Wroclaw; president, Advanced School of Business, Wroclaw
Stein, Wiktor, Prof-Dr; Academy of Medicine, Lublin
Stelmasiak, Mieczyslaw, Prof-Dr; assistant president, Academy of Medicine, Lublin
Stenz, Edward, Prof-Dr; University of Warsaw
Stetkiewicz, Wacław, Eng D
Steuwing, Zdzisław, Prof-Dr; director, Research Group on Hygiene, Academy of Medicine, Wroclaw
Stieber, Zdzisław, Prof-Dr; University of Lodz
Stolyhno, Kazimierz, Prof-Dr; director, Research Group on Anthropology, Jagiellonian University
Straszewicz, Stefan, Prof-Dr
Straszynski, Adam, Prof-Dr; director, Dermatology Clinic, Academy of Medicine, Poznan
Strawinski, Konstanty, Prof, Ph D
Strazewicz, Wacław, Ph D; associate professor of pharmacognosy, Academy of Medicine, Poznan
Strozecki, Dobroslaw, Prof, Engr; Wroclaw Polytechnic
Strusynski, Marceli, Prof; Warsaw Polytechnic
Strzelecki, Wladyslaw, Prof-Dr
Style, Wincenty, Prof-Dr; Faculty of Law and Administration, University of Wroclaw
Suchecki, Kazimierz, Prof-Dr
Suchodolski, Bogdan, Prof; University of Warsaw
Suchowisk, Wacław, Prof, Engr; Warsaw Polytechnic
Suszko, Jerzy, Prof-Dr
Suwałański, Ludomir, Prof, Eng D; Wroclaw Polytechnic
Sylwanowicz, Prof-Dr
Szafir, Władysław, Prof; Jagiellonian University
Szafiarski, Józef, Prof-Dr; Jagiellonian University
Szawłowski, K., Prof, Engr; Department of Piston Engine Building, Wroclaw Polytechnic
Szczęsliw, Edward, Prof-Dr; director, Clinic I for Internal Diseases
Szczepaniowski, Szczepan, Prof-Dr; University of Poznan
Szczydlowski, Kazimierz, Prof-Dr
Szczygiel, Aleksander, Prof-Dr; Main School of Rural Economy; head, Food Hygiene Division, State Institute of Hygiene
Szenajch, Władysław, Prof, MD; Academy of Medicine
Szer, Seweryn, Dr; associate professor of civil law, University of Lodz
Szerszen, Stanisław, Prof, Engr
Szeruda, Jan, Prof, Rev-Dr; University of Warsaw
Szkłarski, Ludger, Prof, Eng D; Academy of Mining and Metallurgy, Krakow
Szulc, Stefan; professor of statistics and demography, University of Warsaw
Szulkin, Michal, Asst Prof; University of Warsaw; editor, pedagogical periodical "Nowa Szkola"
Swiejkowski, Heliodor, Docent-Dr, Asst Prof; head, Institute of General Pathology and Pathological Anatomy, Veterinary Faculty, University of Warsaw
Szymanowski, Wacław, Prof-Dr; Warsaw Polytechnic

Szymanowski, Z., Prof-Dr; director, Laboratory of Immunology, Academy of Medicine, Łódź

Sliwinski, Stanisław, Prof-Dr; Law School, University of Warsaw

Sliwowski, Jerzy, Dr, Asst Prof

Smalowski, Rudolf, Prof; dean, School of Architecture, Academy of Mining and Metallurgy, Kraków

Smalowski, Władysław, Prof, Engr

Swiatkowski, Henryk; professor of the state law on religious denominations

Swida, Witold, Prof-Dr; professor of law and criminal procedure, University of Wrocław

Świderski, Jan, Prof-Dr

Świetochowski, Bolesław, Prof

Świętosławski, W., Prof-Dr

Tessycki, Witold, Prof; Jagiellonian University

Tatarkiewicz, Władysław, Dr; professor of philosophy, University of Warsaw

Teubenschlag, Rafał, Prof-Dr; University of Warsaw

Tylor, Karol, Prof; assistant dean, Faculty of Mechanics, Gdańsk Polytechnic

Telatycki, Michał, Prof-Dr

Telesynski, Henryk, Dr; director, Laboratory of Anatomy and Plant Cytology, University of Wrocław

Temps, Tadeusz, Prof-Dr; director, Clinic II for Internal Diseases, Academy of Medicine, Kraków; member, Polish Academy of Science

Tełlikowski, Tadeusz, Prof-Dr; University of Poznań

Thulle, Czesław, Prof, Eng D; Petrowski Polytechnic

Tilgner, Władysław, Prof-Dr; University of Wrocław

Tolbarski, Julian, Prof-Dr; Jagiellonian University; active member, Polish Academy of Science; honorary member, Polish Kopernik Natural Science Society; doctor of geology and mineralogy of the USSR

Tolpa, Stanisław, Prof-Dr; University of Wrocław

Tomassi, Witold, Prof-Dr; Warsaw Polytechnic

Tomaszewicz, W., Prof

Tomkiewicz, Władysław, Prof-Dr; University of Warsaw

Trawiński, A., Prof-Dr; M. Curie-Sklodowska University

Trepka, Edmund, Prof; Łódź Polytechnic
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Truchim, Stefan, Prof-Dr; University of Lodz
Trzebiatowski, W., Prof-Dr
Trzebiatowska, Bogusawa, Dr, Asst Prof
Turczynowicz, Stanislaw, Prof; dean, Agricultural Faculty, Main School of Rural Economy, Warsaw
Turki, J. S., Prof
Tychowski, Aleksander, Prof-Dr
Uklanski, Aleksander, Prof; Engr
Urbansczyk, Stanislaw, Prof-Dr; University of Poznan
Urbanski, Tadeusz, Prof-Dr; president, Polish Chemical Society
Urbanski, W. S., Dr, Asst Prof; M. Curie-Sklodowska University
*Venulet, Franciszek, Prof-Dr
Vetulani, Adam, Prof; Jagiellonian University
Vetulani, Tadeusz, Prof-Dr
Voit, Michal, Dr, Asst Prof; head, Clinic II for Internal Diseases, Academy of Medicine, Lublin
Wachholz, Szczesnya, Prof-Dr
Wakar, Alexey, Dr; professor of political economy; president, Academy of Political Sciences
Waksmanuzki, Andrzej, Docent-Dr; director, Laboratory of Physical Chemistry, M. Curie-Sklodowska University, Lublin
Walawski, Julian, Prof, MD
Waligorski, Marian, Prof-Dr
Wallis, Mieczyslaw, Prof-Dr; University of Lodz
*Walter, Fr., Prof-Dr
*Warchalowski, Edward, Eng D; professor of advanced geodesy; president, Warsaw Polytechnic
Wasilewski, Tadeusz, Prof-Dr
Wasilkowski, Franciszek, Prof, Eng D; Slask Polytechnic
Wasilkowski, Jan, Dr; professor of civil law; president, University of Warsaw
Wasitynski, Zbigniew, Prof; Warsaw Polytechnic
Wasewski, Tadeusz, Prof-Dr; Jagiellonian University
Wasik, Wiktor, Prof-Dr; University of Lodz
Wasowicz, J.
Wasowski, Jozef, Eng D
Weigl, Rudolf, Prof-Dr
Wereszycki, Henryk, Dr, Asst Prof; Department of Modern Polish History, University of Wroclaw; member, Wroclaw Scientific Society
Werner, Jan, Assoc Prof, Engr; Lodz Polytechnic
Wesołowski, Jan, Dr, Asst Prof
Wesołowski, Kornel, Prof, Eng D; Warsaw Polytechnic
Weyse-Hoff, Jan, Prof-Dr; Jagiellonian University
Węgrzynowski, L., MD, Asst Prof
Widajewicz, Jozef, Prof-Dr; Jagiellonian University
Wieczner, Adam, Dr, Visiting Assoc Prof; Faculty of Humanities, University of Poznan
Wieruchowski, Mieczyslaw, Dr; professor of physiology, Medical Faculty, Academy of Medicine, Lodz
Wilanowski, Boleslaw, Prof-Dr; University of Lodz
Wilczek, Marian, Prof-Dr; Academy of Medicine, Krakow
Wilczynski, Jan, Prof-Dr; Laboratory of General Biology, M. Kopernik University
Wieniawski, Feliks Joachim, Prof-Dr; University of Lodz
Wieniawski, Wincenty Leslaw, Prof-Dr; director, Laboratory of General Zoology, University of Warsaw; assistant secretary-general, Warsaw Scientific Society; chairman, Warsaw branch, Polish Zoological Society
Wieniawski, Wladyslaw, Dr, Assoc Prof; Academy of Medicine, Warsaw
Wiasniowski, W., Prof, M Eng
Witkowski, Jozef, Prof-Dr; University of Poznan
Wloczewski, T., Prof-Dr
Wlodarski, Bronislaw, Prof-Dr; assistant dean, Faculty of Humanities, M. Kopernik University, Torun
Wojciechowski, Zygmunt, Prof-Dr; University of Poznan
Wojtkowski, Andrzej, Prof; Ph D; Lublin's Catholic University; chairman, School Committee of Peace Defenders; delegate to the 1945 Congress of Peace Defenders held in Prague
Wolinski, Janusz, Prof-Dr; University of Warsaw; editor, periodical Przegląd Historyczny
Wolek, Jozef, Prof-Dr; University of Lodz
Wolski, Tadeusz, Prof-Dr
Ziemiecka, J., Prof-Dr
Ziemkowicz, Mieczysław, Prof-Dr; M. Curie-Skłodowska University; assistant dean, Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Science
Zimmermann, Marian, Prof; University of Poznan
Ziołkowski, Zdzisław, Assoc Prof, Engr; University of Wrocław and Wrocław Polytechnic
Zipser, Karimierz, Prof, Engr; Polytechnic
Zlotowski, Ignacy, Prof, Eng D; professor of nuclear chemistry, Jagiellonian University; director, State Institute of Physical and Chemical Research, Krakow
Zmaczynski, Aleksander, Prof-Dr; managing director, Main Institute of Industrial Chemistry, Warsaw
Znamierowski, Czesław, Prof; University of Poznan
Zweibaum, Juliusz, Prof-Dr
Zwolinski, Tadeusz, Prof, MD; Academy of Medicine, Poznan; director, Obstetrical and Gynecological Clinics I and II
Zenczykowski, Wacław, Prof; Warsaw Polytechnic
Zolkiewski, Stefan; assistant professor of the history of Polish literature, University of Warsaw; director, Institute of Literary Research; member, Sejm
Zorawski, Julian, Prof-Dr; engineer-architect
Zurewicki, Seweryn, Dr; dean, School of Finance, Main School of Political Science and Sociology; professor of political economy, Academy of Political Science, Warsaw
Zyliński, Bustończy; professor of mathematics, Słask Polytechnic, Gliwice
Zyliński, Tadeusz, Prof, Engr; dean, Textile Faculty, Łódź Polytechnic
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